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Abstract: The use of product promotion systems is rampant among the major e-commerce companies
today; A number of the more famous product recommendation modules may be discovered on
Amazon.Com (Linden et al，2003) and eBay. In several profits of an oversized e-commerce company
will rise and fall on the effectually of their product recommendation algorithms, which is why such
firms typically place abundant of their time and cash into these algorithms. Smaller e-commerce
companies however regularly do not longer have the ability or the dimensions of sources to put into
effect algorithms like the ones of Amazon，which has in large part positioned powerful product advice
structures out of to attain of smaller retailers. In order for a small store to put into effect a product
advice machine this kind of machine have to be efficient while running on a server device with modest
computing capabilities small companies usually do not have the economic potential to put money into
a huge infrastructure. The device have to additionally make do with substantially much less education
information than a powerhouse like Amazon would possibly have. In order to be of use to the company，
however，this recommendation machine have to nonetheless be strong sufficient to make a distinction
in client click-via on recommended products. In this paper we propose a recommendation device for a
real-existence small retailer. To make the device extra robust we become aware of a couple of product
prediction standards which would possibly observe to any given client and we weight every of those
standards such that they may be carried out based at the present day client to bring about a single
product advice.
Keywords: Data mining, Web mining, Information Search and Retrieval, Electronic commerce,
CMiner, sentimental analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
E-commerce (EC) systems have seen a significant increase in sales value in recent years, especially with significant
technological advances and advances in online services. This fact has led to the formation of many large companies
and increased competition between these companies to attract the largest number of customers and obtain the highest
financial rewards. This competition reflects the increase in the number of items offered, the provision of specialties
and discounts, the simplification of payment methods and the simplification of the customer search process in
accordance with its own guidelines. One of the ways to facilitate shopping for customers is to provide a list promoting
customer specific products based on customer preferences, called a recommendation system. In this area, several
studies have been conducted suggesting various ways to develop recommended programs to increase the effectiveness
of trading sites. The complementary system, commonly known as the complementary system (RS), is a type of
information filtering system that seeks to assess a customer's "rating" or "priority" for an object. An object.
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III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
3.1. Problem Statement
Throughout this modern-day buy the active client attempts to appropriately estimate the seller due to any product
advice to buy more. The seller's client base and the seller's powerful purchaser balance have two goals: First, clients
are looking for a sure degree of privateers and anonymity; second, clients can also want to offer products that fine suit
their wishes and specs. Many product advice systems look for these requirements. However, we're transferring ahead
as small net outlets have the following boundaries: much less computer sources and smaller data pools. Consequently,
our set of rules have to restrict its utility necessities and do something with the complete records. Therefore, our
algorithm should limit its application requirements and do anything with the whole data.
3.2. Goals and Objectives
 Satisfy the user and company via finding best competitor.
 Efficient way to find the competitor based on product and product feature.
 Develop system who can find the best competitor in unstructured data.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper, we present a Recommendation system that plays a crucial role in increasing performance of an ecommerce system. Hence there are many studies about designing various recommendation systems using various
approaches. Some of them focused on customer behavior; here are some of these studies. In latest times, a substantiated
one-to-one marketing procedure has caught experimenter’s attention, along with the rapid growth of electronic
commerce. Item-based and user-based collaborative filtering are the most effective and successful for businesses.
Wang etal. stated a way that mixes prognostications of item’s rating from other customers and ratings of another item
from the similar customer, and other same ratings from other same end customer. The model gives better suggestions
indeed on problems.
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V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: System Architecture
VI. REQUIREMENTS SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
6.1. Hardware Requirement Specification
There should be required devices to interact with software.
 System: Pentium IV 2.4 GHz.
 Hard Disk: 40 GB.
 Ram: 256 Mb
6.2. Software Requirement Specification
 Operating System: Windows XP/7.
 Coding Language: JAVA
 IDE: Java eclipse
 Web Server: Apache Tomcat 7
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper outlines what RS can be used to address challenges. These challenges include cold-start, sparseness,
diversity and scalability. As provided in the relevant writings, this paper addresses some of these challenges but not
all of them. The proposed system uses statistical methods and analyzes to calculate a number of features (customer
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behavior) to create a list of recommendations that provide recommendations close to customer preferences.
Experimental results showed better performance than other systems. As a future task, the questionnaire can be used
to collect customer feedback after purchasing a product by asking a number of specific questions from customers that
will help improve website performance and provide a better feedback system.
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